Scandinavian Wooden
Tankards
By John R. Boiler

Drinking vessels constitute a very important
and interesting field of research in the history
of civilization. They come in an enormous
variety of shapes, sizes and materials.
Although glass, clay and other materials
have been widely used in the Christian era
in the production of northern European
drinking vessels, none of them have
superseded wood. In the rural districts of
Norway wood was superior to any other
material for the manufacture of domestic
utensils until the 19th century. The forestrich Baltics, Russia and Alpine regions also
produced many wooden items.
The many tankards produced in Norway
have had various fates: Many of them were
discarded when they could be replaced by
industrially produced and often more
practical drinking vessels. Ordinary wear
and teartook itstoll. Those utilitarian objects,

sometimes fine and well-preserved and
sometimes crude or broken, occasionally
show up in antique shops or at estate sales.
After all, over 800,000 emigrants from
Norway alone reached theshores of America
between 1825 and 1915; among them were
many persons and families who enjoyed
considerable material wealth and brought it
with them to the New World.

The first type may be traced back to the
Middle Ages, and has a height
approximately twice the width.

Museums in Norway, of course, have played
a dominant role in the preservation of their
Norse heritage. But also in America has
history been preserved: The NorwegianAmerican Museum in Decorah, Iowa, houses
over 10,000 objects, including several
tankards. I have known some private
collectors who had 10 to 20 such vessels.

The third is much wider in relation to the
height (Baroque period).

Wooden drinking vessels may be divided
into two main groups: Those which have a
functional shape and were designed for
everyday use, and those which have an.
artificial and often impractical shape and
were used only on solemn occasions.
Archaeological finds have provided evidence
that wooden drinking vessels have been
used in Norway since prehistoric times.
Some were gouged from solid wood, some
later ones were turned on crude lathes.

In the second type, height and width are
about equal. This type was found during
the Renaissance, and most are mainly
made of metal.

The staved, straight-sided tankards, some
of which are polygonal (i.e., many-sided),
may be divided into two main groups: (a)
Flat lids, and (b) domed lids.
The flat lid group tended to develop
independently. The Dome lid types were
more influenced by silver and stoneware
tankards. In west Norway, the staved
tankards are mostly decorated with poker
work and carved ornaments. The Hardanger
(continued on page 1947)

Different kinds of wood were used for the
hollowed-out and turned drinking vessels,
but the most exquisite tankards were made
from roots or burrs, those wart-like
excrescences on the tree trunk, which shrink
little in any direction and have beautiful
markings and mottled figures.

Fig. 1. A staved wooden tankard, with date on flat
lid

The development of straight-sided tankards
is strongly marked by changes in proportion.
One may distinguish among three different
types of height-to-width proportion, although
their definitions must be somewhat vague.

Fig. 2. A chip-carved tankard with domed lid

1990 SCI
Membership
DuesStill a Bargain!
All members of SCI should by now
have received their 1990 membership
card along with their dues notice.
Dues are payable at any time, but on
January 1, 1990, they will be past
due.
Dues are $20.00 domestic (including
APO) and Canada. Overseas is
$24.00 (or $22.00 if in U.S. currency,
saving usthecost of exchange), which
includes Prosit being shipped by
airmail. Please make your check out
to "Stein Collectors International"and
note your membership numberclearly
on the check. Send it to:

Mr. Walter B. Vogdes
Treasurer, SCI
P.O. Box 4096
Rockville, MD 20850
You must admit that the SCI dues
continues to be a great bargain,
considering all the fun and steinology
it buys you! Your prompt payment of
the 1990duesguaranteesyou another
great year of steining, four issues of
Prosit, good fun at chapter meetings,
and your eligibility to attend that
fabulous 1990 convention in
Hamburg, West Germany.
And don't forget: If your SCI
membership number is lower than
3441, you must renew your
membership for 1990. If you haven't
already, now is the time.
Don't delay, and don't take a chance
of being put on adelinquent list. If you
haven't done so already, please send
us your dues for 1990 now—while
you're thinking about it. Thank you,
and Prosit!

A New SCI Membership
Directory is Coming
At the Board of Directors meeting in
Dearborn this past July, your Board of
Trustees agreed to publish a new SCI
Membership Directory early in 1990.
Please see the enclosed questionnaire
(the yellow-colored sheet) for complete
details. As with the last D irectory in 1987,
you will be able to list your name and
address, or just your name and telephone
number—or nothing at all. The choice of
listing will be entirely up to you. But if you
do want a listing, you must fill out and
sign the questionnaire, and return it to
our treasurer, Walter Vogdes, prior to
January 31, 1990. If you do not want to
be listed at all, you do not have to return
the questionnaire.
We would hope that all SCI members
avail themselves of this opportunity to be
listed, so that communication between
members can be enhanced.
Another first: This time we will have
advertising in the Directory. You will be
able to advertise your steins wanted or
for sale or trade, or whatever. Three
formats will be available at very low
rates, considering that these ads will be
in front of all members for a year or more:
Full page

$200

(vertical or horizontal

Half page
150 [J-3/8 x 4-7/8", W x H)
Quarter page... 100 (3-3/4 x 4-7/8", W x H)
(Illustrations, both photos and line cuts,
will cost an additional $10.00 each.) Send
no money now with your ads: You will be
billed upon publication.
So—send your Directory questionnaire
(and advertisement, if you wish), before
January 31,1990, to:
SCI
P.O. Box 4096
Rockville, MD 20850

(continued from front page):

area specialized in chip carving. The southwestern parts of Norway were known for
tankards with flat lids and heart-shaped
figures. From Trondelag came tankards
painted in red and green on a yellow base.
Stave tankards with domed lids occurred
mainly in eastern Norway.
Fir was commonly used for staves. The
"hoops" were usually made of twigs which
were split with a knife. The initials of the
owner or the maker and a date indicating
the yearthe tankards was acquired or made,
can usually be found on the base or on the
lid.
The "turned" tankards are much more
common than the coopered ones, influenced
by ceramic and metal vessels, especially
German ones. Most of the wood tankards
are made of select burr and root stock, and
are lacquered and varnished. Aconsiderable
number are carved with reliefs showing
allegorical figures and scenes from Greek
and Roman mythology, the Bible and
hunting.

Around the middle of the 18th century there
was, mainly in Gulbrandsdalen, a
considerable increase in the production of
cylindrical tankards turned on the lathe and
decorated with carvings. Some varieties
were objects of standardized mass
production, and among the most popular of
these were the so-called "Lovekanner", with
three feet and usually athumb-piece formed
as a lion couchant, while a heraldic lion is
carved in relief on the top of the lid.

Collectors' Delight
(University of Maine News Release, July 1989)

The accompanying photographs illustrate
some of the various types of wooden
tankards described in this article:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Staved tankard, with date on lid
Chip-carved tankard
Typical "Lovekanner"
Burled tankard with 1.6 mm (1/16th")
wall thickness
5. Painted tankards at Lillehammer
6. Two tankards attributed to master
carver Samuel Halvorsen Fanden
(middle 1600's)
Wooden tankards are truly a "folk art" and
add something special to a collection of
drinking vessels. They are uncommon and
interesting, the individual work of a
woodcarver. The warmth of wood gives
these beautiful and unique tankards an
added dimension.
Reference:
"Norske Drikkekar Av Tre", Treasury of
Norwegian Folkart in America.

Fig. 5. Painted wooden tankards at Lillehammer

John Mertz, director of University Photo/
Graphics at Pennsylvania State University,
shows his delight at discovering the stein
collection at the University of Maine. Mertz
is a member of the board of directors and
immediate past president of the
Pennsylvania chapter of Stein Collectors
International. The organization, with more
than 2,000 members in 40 states and 16
countries, isdedicated to the study of antique
beer steins and other antique drinking
vessels. Mertz examined the collection while
attending the 28th annual technical
symposium of the University Photographers'
Association of America, held June 13-15 at
the University of Maine.
(John also is, of course, our own official
convention photographer, but this time the
tables were turned and John is shown
holding a stein instead of a camera. John
admits that he might tlave exaggerated just
slightly with the statistics about SCI (don't
we wish we had that kind of membership),
but as he also says, "at least we got some
coverage". Thanks, John;—did the U of
Maine folks let you keep that stein?)

Fig. 3. Typical "Lovekanner"

Fig. 4. A gorgeous burled tankard, flat lid, with an
exceptionally thin wall thickness

Fig. 6. Two tankards attributed to master carver Samuel Halvorsen Fanden, mid-1600's

Telling the Old from the New:

Schierholz Character
Steins
by Mike Wald
In January 1989 all members of Stein
Collectors International received a color
photo and price list from Werner SahmRastal in Germany, offering 15 different
porcelain character steins that he is having
produced by Porcelain Manufacturers Plaue,
once known as Schierholz & Sohn. Under
the Schierholz name, this factory
manufactured some of the finest character
steins of the 1890's. These 15 steins being
offered for sale for $400 to $500 are being
reproduced from the original molds still being
stored at the factory, located in East
Germany. They are hand-decorated in the
same manner as the 19th century originals,
using the same type of china paint, by top
decorators. The steins that appear on this
catalog sheet include the animal heads of
the Gentleman Dog (ECS 20), Gentleman

Rabbit (ECS 62), Gentleman Fox (ECS 32),
Gentleman Rooster (ECS 129), and a Stag
with a monocle and neck ribbon (no originals
have yet been discovered of this stein). The
famous personalities offered include Uncle
Sam (ECS 143a) in either honey or full
color, Wilhelm I (ECS 148) in full color only,
Wilhelm II (ECS 150) in honey, Frederich III
(ECS 140), von Moltke (ECS 145), and
Ludwig II (ECS 143). Others available and
shown include Caroline (ECS 292), Mephisto
(ECS 413), Dutch Boy (ECS 166), and the
Nuremberg Gooseman (ECS 173).
These steins are advertised as new pieces,
but are not marked as such. The factory is
trying to reproduce these 1890's originals
as closely as they can, down to every detail.
Our requests to have them marked as
reproductions have not been heeded.
The quality of these re-issues, which carry
the identical old base markings, has caused
some concern among character stein
collectors. Many are afraid to purchase
original Schierholz pieces for fear of getting
a new one that has gone undetected or has
been misrepresented. There is a great deal
of confusion in the marketplace regarding
these reproductions.

I have had a chance to study most of these
re-issues along with the originals, and would
like to present my findings in this article to
help the collector recognizethedifferences.
To be able to identify the new character
steins by Schierholz. I have divided the
differences into two categories, "General
Similarities & Differences" and "Specific
Individual Similarities and Differences."

General Similarities &
Differences
B a s e Markings:
On an overall basis, these re-issues are
difficult to recognize atfirst glance, but there
are subtle differences that can tell them
apart. The base markings on the new pieces
always
include both the green
"Musterschutz" stamp and the blue
"Crosshatch" or "tic-tac-toe" stamp. Both
marks are glazed over. This glazed portion
covers the entire inside base of the stein,
not just the marks. These methods are also
variously used on some of the original steins.
Originals sometimes carry both of the marks,
sometimes carry only the Crosshatch,
sometimes only the word "Musterschutz",
and sometimes carry none of them. Also,
the glazed area on the originals sometimes
covers onlythe marks. It is not uncommon
to find only a Crosshatch mark just barely
covered with glaze. But some originals also
carry both marks and are completely glazed
over. In some cases, the blue old Crosshatch
mark feels uneven or "pocked" to the touch.
We do not as yet know why this happens,
but this phenomenon never appears on the
new issues. On sjpme of the later
reproductions, the decorator's name
appears in black near the marks. This name
is put on over the glaze and is easily
removed. While these differences should
be noted, they cannot be used as a single
reference distinction. It is very possible to
find an early example with both marks, the
inside base fully glazed, and the Crosshatch
mark not pocked. The extreme outside edge
is always unglazed in both the originals and
the reproductions. In some instances, the
early characters also carry a number written

Fig. 1. Schierholz stein bases and markings:
The re-issue is on the left, the old original on the
right; (Note: This is the reverse of the positioning
in later photos!)

